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Welcome to our ninth printable general knowledge and trivia quiz featuring 20
brain-tickling multiple choice questions. Have fun !
Name / Team: ____________________________________________
Question 1: Porsche cars are world famous. What was the name of the company's founder?
(a) Ferdinand Porsche (b) Klauss Porsche (c) Enzo Porsche
Question 2: Scotland's Loch Ness Monster has an American equivalent. What is it's name?
(a) Bighead Lake Monster (b) Roundhead Lake Monster (c) Flathead Lake Monster
Question 3: Which of these is the correct spelling?
(a) Geographey (b) Geogruphy (c) Geography
Question 4: A Haiku (say high-koo) is a form of poetry. From which country does it originate?
(a) China (b) Japan (c) Poland
Question 5: A cucumber is a ..........?
(a) Vegetable (b) Fruit (c) Herb
Question 6: A German zoo claimed to have a psychic animal which accurately predicted many
results for the 2010 football World Cup. What type of animal was it?
(a) An octopus (b) A snake (c) A monkey
Question 7: Bronze is an alloy, which means that it's made of two or more different elements.
What is the main constituent of bronze?
(a) Iron (b) Zinc (c) Copper
Question 8: Who released an album in July 2010 titled 'Aphrodite' ?
(a) Leona Lewis (b) Cheryl Cole (c) Kylie Minogue
Question 9: Ben & Jerry's ice cream was the first brand-name ice cream to go into space on
board the Space Shuttle.
True or False ?
Question 10: The term 'Blockbuster' was originally invented by the Press to describe ........?
(a) a large World War 2 bomb (b) a large demolition machine (c) a large bar of chocolate
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Question 11: What does a Meteorologist study?
(a) The Weather (b) Meteors (c) Black Holes.
Question 12: The phrase 'Web Log' gave rise to a now popular word associated with the internet.
What is that word? ___________________ (Sorry ! ....... no clues this time.)
Question 13: If you were standing in the city of St. Petersburg, which country would you be in?
(a) Germany (b) Poland (c) Russia
Question 14: Which superhero does the fictional teenager Peter Parker turn into ?
(a) The Hulk (b) Iron Man (c) Spiderman
Question 15: What type of animal is a gecko ?
(a) A snake (b) A lizard (c) A bird
Question 16: Which particularly bizarre type of competitions took place in the Georgian period of
British history ?
(a) Pinching competitions (b) Tickling competitions (c) Beetle eating competitions
Question 17: Which manufacturer released the brand new 'Galaxy Tab' tablet computer in September
2010 as a rival to Apple's iPad?
(a) Samsung (b) Sony (c) Toshiba
Question 18: If you mix the colours red and green what colour do you end up with?
(a) Orange (b) Brown (c) Purple
Question 19: What is the name of the lawn game which involves hitting balls (either plastic or wooden)
through hoops with a mallet?
(a) Boules (b) Croquet (c) Hoops
Question 20: What is the name of the main character in ‘A Diary of a Wimpy Kid’ ?
(a) Brad (b) Craig (c) Greg

Thanks for having a go at our ninth kids’ trivia quiz. We hope that you’ve found
it interesting, informative, fun and slightly weird.
It’s now time to check your answers .........
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Answers to our ninth printable trivia quiz.
Answer 1: (a) Ferdinand Porsche
Answer 2: (c) The Flathead Lake Monster (believed to live in Flathead Lake, Montana)
Answer 3: (c) Geography
Answer 4: (b) Japan
Answer 5: (b) Fruit
Answer 6: (a) An octopus
Answer 7: (c) Copper
Answer 8: (c) Kylie Minogue
Answer 9: True
Answer 10: (a) a large World War 2 bomb (i.e. a bomb with the power to destroy a city block).
Answer 11: (a) The Weather
Answer 12: Blog
Answer 13: (c) Russia
Answer 14: (c) Spiderman
Answer 15: (b) A lizard
Answer 16: (a) Pinching competitions
Answer 17: (a) Samsung
Answer 18: (b) Brown
Answer 19: (b) Croquet (pronounced cro-kay)
Answer 20: (c) Greg
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